Distinct replay signatures for prospective decision-making and memory preservation
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Theories of neural replay propose that it supports a range of functions, most prominently planning and memory consolidation. Here, we test the hypothesis that distinct signatures of replay in the same task are related to model-based decision-making ("planning") and memory preservation. We designed a reward learning task wherein participants utilized structure knowledge for model-based evaluation, while at the same time had to maintain knowledge of two independent and randomly alternating task environments. Using magnetoencephalography and multivariate analysis, we first identified temporally compressed sequential reactivation, or replay, both prior to choice and following reward feedback. Before choice, prospective replay strength was enhanced for the current task-relevant environment when a model-based planning strategy was beneficial. Following reward receipt, and consistent with a memory preservation role, replay, for the alternative distal task environment was enhanced as a function of decreasing recency of experience with that environment. Critically, these planning and memory preservation relationships were selective to pre-choice and post-feedback periods, respectively. Our results provide support for key theoretical proposals regarding the functional role of replay and demonstrate that the relative strength of planning and memory-related signals are modulated by ongoing computational and task demands.

Humans have a remarkable ability to process information that extends beyond the immediately perceptible, including simulation of prospective plans and retrieval of past memories. It has been hypothesized that hippocampal replay contributes to both these abilities (1–5). In rodents, replay is strongly linked to the hippocampus, where cells encoding distinct locations reactivate in a coordinated sequential manner, recapitulating past or simulating potential future trajectories (1–6). A similar phenomenon of sequential reactivation has been identified in humans using decoding techniques in conjunction with high temporal resolution magnetoencephalography (MEG) data (7–14).

Prominent theories of neural replay propose that it is important for planning future actions (15–18) in addition to supporting memory preservation (19–25). One hypothesis is that task demands, operationalized as temporal proximity to action versus feedback, determine the contribution of replay to planning and memory, respectively (1, 26). However, the contribution of awake on-line replay to these two functions has largely been addressed in the context of separate experiments (1, 4, 6, 7, 26–33). Here, we directly address the contribution of replay to both these roles within a single task context.

Replay of trajectories leading to a goal has been proposed to underpin decision-making that exploits structure knowledge of an environment, referred to as model-based decision-making (15, 16, 34). A number of rodent studies indicate a link between hippocampal neural sequences and subsequent path choice selection, consistent with a role for replay in planning (6, 31, 35–37). However, an inconsistency in such findings raises the possibility that any relationship between replay and subsequent choice might differ across evaluation strategies and reward environments (6, 13, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39). Critically, and regardless of any relationship to choice identity, brain lesion studies highlight a necessary role for the hippocampus in model-based behavior (40, 41). This suggests that hippocampal replay may be enhanced when model-based decision-making (planning) is beneficial. Thus far, however, there is no clear evidence linking demands for model-based control and neural replay preceding choice (9–11, 13).

Beyond planning, replay is considered critical for memory preservation, where replay of previous experiences might serve to strengthen memory and prevent interference from newer experiences ("catastrophic forgetting") (19, 20, 22, 42, 43). Studies that have disrupted hippocampal activity support the idea that offline place cell reactivation is critical for learning, memory consolidation, or both (44–47). It has been conjectured that human rest-period replay subserves a similar function (8, 12, 48, 49). Studies of replay in rodents navigating a single environmental context provide initial, but
inconclusive, evidence for a link between recent experience with an environment and replay (28, 39).

Here, we address a role for replay in both planning and memory preservation in a context where participants needed to retain a memory of a “distal” environment while at the same time learning within a local one. To do this, we adapted a reward learning task originally designed to study model-based decision-making (41, 50–52), where distinct start states converge upon shared paths. Critically, to study memory, we included two independent randomly alternating environments. Both the early convergence on shared paths and the alternation of environments strongly favor online planning, and these features distinguish the current paradigm from a recent related report (11). Using recently developed MEG analytic methods (7–9, 11–13, 53), we first identify sequential neural reactivation and then ask whether replay strength varies as a function of task demands and recent experience. We hypothesized that replay would be boosted during pre-choice path planning when model-based decision-making was more beneficial (15–17, 40, 41, 50). By contrast, following receipt of choice feedback, we hypothesized that replay for an alternative environment would relate to the infrequency of recent experience, consistent with a role in supporting memory preservation (1).

Results

Behavior. Participants navigated two separate, independent environments (“worlds”) in order to earn reward points (Fig. 1A). Each world contained two path options, where a top-level shape led deterministically to one of the sequential paths comprising 3 unique stimuli. Knowledge of these paths was tested after each scanning block. In a given world, each path led to a separate stream of reward feedback which drifted over time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). Importantly, within a given world, each trial could start in one of two equivalent start states leading to the two paths. For an agent to perform well in the task, outcomes should have an equivalent influence on subsequent choices regardless of whether an agent starts in the same start state or the alternative, equivalent, start state. This design feature, combined with a sufficient drift in reward across trials (51), allows us to characterize how well participants use structure knowledge to guide model-based behavior (Fig. 1C) (50, 51, 54, 55).

By way of an example, imagine that an agent is faced with a choice in world 1, start state A (Fig. 1A). The agent selects the diamond over the crown and receives an unexpected high reward. If next faced with a choice in start state B, a model-based agent

Fig. 1. Two-environment reward learning task and generalization behavior. (A) Task schematic showing two alternative worlds and their two equivalent start states. Trials in each world start at one of two equivalent shape pair options; to illustrate these connections, arrows from different states differ in color saturation. The shape options then lead deterministically to the same paths and reward outcomes (0 to 9 points (pts)). To learn this general structure, participants engaged in a training session before scanning. For the MEG scanning session, participants then learned two worlds populated with new images. Participants’ memory for the path sequences was at asymptote after an initial no-reward exploration period. (B) Key trial periods in the reward learning phase. Replay was measured prior to choice in a time window we subsequently refer to as the “planning period.” After the disappearance of a central cross, participants entered their response. Participants then sequentially viewed the state images corresponding to the chosen path. Finally, participants received reward feedback (0 to 9 points), the amount of which drifted across trials. Replay was again measured in the post-feedback time window. For interpretation of subsequent results, in this example, World 1 is the “current world,” while World 2 is the non-presented “other world.” (SI Appendix, Fig. S1.) (C) Example trial sequence, highlighting two cases where a trial either has a different start state or the same start state as the previous trial in the same world. (D) Illustration of the dependence of repeated choices regardless of prior rewards, conditional on whether the start state in the current world was the same as in the previous trial or not. The plot depicts the probability of a stay choice (when participants repeated a previous path selection in a given world) following above-average (high) versus below-average (low) reward. This difference was equivalent for same (purple) versus different (orange) starting states, consistent with behavior being model-based (“n.s.” represents nonsignificant effects in a regression model using continuous reward data). For display purposes, graded point feedback was binarized into high and low and trials with near-mean feedback were excluded; alternative procedures yield the same qualitative results. Gray dots represent individual participants. (SI Appendix, Fig. S2.)
will generalize this experience to promote the subsequent choice of the magenta pentagon to reach the same just-rewarded path. In contrast, a model-free agent does not have access to this recent relevant experience. Thus, only a model-based agent can exploit structure knowledge to allow generalization of reward feedback across equivalent start states. Such behavior has been proposed to involve looking ahead to values associated with terminal states, possibly using prospective neural reactivation or replay (50). Thus, this design allows us to identify behavior reflective of model-based versus model-free learning (50, 51, 54, 55), analogous to variants of the paradigm that use probabilistic state transitions (40, 41, 52).

One feature of our deterministic task variant is that trials are divided between those in which model-based behavior is beneficial (different start state) versus neutral (same start state) (50), allowing us to test for an association between neural replay and the benefits accruing from model-based behavior. Furthermore, a deterministic transition structure and an absence of branching paths increase our ability to detect evidence of sequential neural reactivation (11). With respect to planning, the fact that our design includes multiple worlds decreases the predictability of an upcoming trial, thus promoting deployment of planning-related processes at choice as opposed to after outcome feedback (11, 56). Critically, including multiple worlds also allows us to examine replay signatures of memory preservation for more distal (nonlocal) experiences.

After an initial scanned exploration period without reward feedback, participants performed the primary reward learning task. To ascertain the degree to which behavior was guided by model-based and model-free learning, we used a regression approach in combination with a set of reinforcement learning models. Our regression analyses quantify a model-based influence on behavior by testing for an effect of generalization: Whether a prior reward has a different effect on choice when starting in the same start state versus a different state than previous experience (50, 51). A model-based controller acts to generalize reward feedback across equivalent starting states, potentially using structure knowledge to look ahead and evaluate expected terminal rewards. Alternatively, updating the equivalent start state can occur after feedback (prior to choice), a form of nonlocal learning (11). In our analysis, if the effect of previous reward on choice is similar when starting in a different versus same state, then this indicates that participants’ behavior reflects an exploitation of structure knowledge for a task environment (50, 52). Qualitatively, we observed that receipt of high versus low reward enhanced the likelihood of choice repetition (Fig. 1D) while a high degree of model-based behavior was evident in equivalent stay probabilities for choices starting at the same versus a different state (Fig. 1D).

Using logistic regression, we quantified the effect of reward and start state on choice (51), finding a robust overall effect of previous reward on stay choices $\beta$ (regression coefficient) = 0.536 [0.424 0.647]; $z = 9.434, P < 0.0001$. Importantly, there was an equivalent influence of previous reward on stay choices in the same versus a different start state, consistent with the absence of a significant model-free contribution (interaction between reward and same start state, $\beta = 0.0313 [-0.0365 0.0991]; z = 0.905, P = 0.365$). As a nonsignificant effect does not provide evidence in support of the null hypothesis, we employed a two-one-sided test (TOST) equivalence procedure to enable us to reject the presence of a medium- or larger-sized effect (57). Indeed, based on this, we can reject a medium- or larger-sized model-free interaction effect (TOST equivalence test $P = 0.027$). While reward-guided choice behavior was unaffected by start state changes, we found that reaction times were overall slower for choices on start state change trials (different versus same start state trials $\beta = 0.009 [0.0017 0.0163]; z = 2.423, P = 0.0155$), even though the delayed choice limits reaction time variance. In a complementary regression approach, testing the effect of previous reward on the identity of option selection (SI Appendix, Results) (50), we again found no interaction between reward and start state, consistent with a model-based learning signature (50, 52). Overall, this allows us to infer that behavior is guided by reward to the same degree irrespective of generalization demands, indicating that participants’ behavior was strongly model-based.

Next, we compared fully model-based and model-free reinforcement learning models to a hybrid model commonly used to assess the relative strength of model-based and model-free learning (51, 52). The hybrid model includes a weighting parameter $w$ which controls the degree of model-based influence on choice. Overall, behavior was best explained by a model-based controller, which outperformed the hybrid model, while the fit of the model-free controller was poor (SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). While the hybrid model exhibited a numerical benefit in raw fit, when penalized for model complexity, the pure model-based controller provided an equivalent or better penalized model fit (SI Appendix, Table S2). At the individual participant level, the model-based controller provided a better fit for more than 83% of participants. Finally, given that good performance requires model-based generalization throughout the task, as expected, we found no evidence for a change in model-based behavior over time (SI Appendix, Results). The high degree of model-based behavior provided a robust context for us to next examine the associated neural processes.

We also obtained memory tests for sequential path stimuli to confirm that participants learned the path structure. Our task was designed to achieve high memory performance by the start of reward learning, as this would serve to both boost model-based behavior as well as our ability to detect sequential reactivation. Memory performance, already at a high level at the end of the incentivized structure learning phase (second half, 87.5% [78.2 96.8]), was maintained at this level across the reward learning phase (mean 95.0% [91.3 98.7], with all blocks above 92%; effect of block, $P > 0.64$).

Sequenceness Identification. In our neural analyses, we first established reliable decoding from neural patterns evoked by the unique stimuli that indexed individual path states (Fig. 1A). A classifier trained during a pre-task localizer showed successful discrimination of all path stimuli, with peak decoding evident from 140 to 210 ms after stimulus onset. Based on this, and to maintain consistency with our prior studies, we selected a post-stimulus 200-ms time point for subsequent replay analyses (7–9, 11). The trained classifier generalized from the localizer to the actual presentation of path objects during reward learning, showing significant across-task classification ($t_{(23)} = 7.361, P < 10^{-6}$; Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4). We also found evidence for significant reactivation of stimuli both during planning and after feedback (as compared to reactivation derived from permuted classifiers; $P$-values < 0.01; see Methods).

We next used the trained classifiers to seek evidence for time-compressed sequential reactivation of path elements. First, we applied the classifiers to reward learning task MEG data to derive measures of state reactivation in each trial separately for each state and at each time point, focusing on pre-choice planning and post-feedback rest periods (Fig. 1B). Next, we tested for time-lagged cross-correlations between state reactivations within these periods, yielding a measure of “sequenceness” in both forward and backward temporal directions at each lag (7, 8, 53) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). We use the term sequenceness (or “sequence strength”) to refer to the prediction strength of state $j$ to state $i$ at some time lag, while we operationally refer to any reactivation of state sequences here as replay. This sequence detection method, validated in previous work, quantifies the average predictivity of state $j$ to state $i$ within a period, reflecting both the frequency and fidelity of replay events (7, 8, 11, 12, 53) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

Our a priori hypothesis is that signatures of replay are differentially modulated by task environment and recency of experience with an environment; the presence of forward or backward replay during planning and feedback periods was evident at a common state-to-state lag of 70 ms in both trial periods. Our analyses revealed that during planning, there was significant forward sequenceness, with a state-to-state time lag of 70 and 80 ms and also of 190 to 200 ms. For the shorter lags, this indicates that, on average, across participants, a given state was followed by reactivation of an adjoining state within the same path at a delay of 70 to 80 ms (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). We found no significant evidence for backward sequenceness during planning.

We then examined replay following outcome feedback, a period when the displayed reward points faded from the screen toward a brief intertrial interval (ITI) rest (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). This corresponds to a time when replay has previously been identified in rodents (e.g., ref. 30). Here, we identified significant sequenceness with a peak state-to-state time lag at 40 ms...
in a backward direction and 60 to 70 ms in the forward direction (Fig. 2 C and D and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). To focus on a period with less cognitive demands arising from actual feedback processing and value updating, with similarities to a procedural step in a related rodent study (26), our analysis was focused on the latter 3.5 s of the 5 s post-feedback period; note, however, that qualitatively similar results were found when using the full feedback period. In general, our finding of forward and backward replay events, intermixed across seconds, echoes results reported in rodent studies (38, 38) as well as in a recent human study (11).

Based on these initial replay temporal lag localization analyses, we focused our primary analyses on forward sequenceness with a 70-ms lag between states identified in both the planning and feedback periods. At feedback, we selected the peak lag of 40 ms from the above-threshold lags for backward sequenceness analyses, informed by our previous work (8, 9). To examine links between replay and task experience, we estimated sequenceness separately for path transitions in the current world and other world, for each period on each trial.

Replay during Planning and Model-Based Generalization. We first tested a link between planning and relative sequence strength, leveraging the fact that in our task, model-based generalization was more beneficial when a start state changes relative to when it remains the same (Fig. 1D) (50). A planning account predicts that when the start state changes, the benefit of model-based generalization should be reflected in a boosting of replay relative to when the start state remains the same (Fig. 1C). To increase power, our sequenceness analyses combined evidence for the two current world paths.

In line with predictions, sequenceness for current world paths was significantly stronger when the start state changed versus remained the same (i.e., when generalization was likely to be more beneficial; multilevel regression β (regression coefficient) = 0.1411 [0.0625 0.2197]; z = 3.519, P = 0.0004; Fig. 3A). There was no relationship between sequenceness for other world paths and generalization (β = −0.0201 [−0.0979 0.0577]; z = −0.506, P = 0.613; other world TOST equivalence test P = 0.012; current versus other world).

Fig. 3. Planning period replay increases and the benefit of model-based generalization. (A) Stronger forward replay on trials where the start state is different from the previous trial, where there is a greater benefit in utilizing model-based knowledge (B) Time course of regression coefficients for variables of interest, showing effects at state-to-state lags from 10 to 130 ms. The light blue line highlights the 70-ms time lag of interest shown in A. Y-axes represent sequenceness regression coefficients for binary different versus same start state. See SI Appendix, Fig. S5 for extended time lags. Seq, sequenceness. **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; +P < 0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons.
interaction $\beta = 0.0510 \ [0.0140 \ 0.0880]; t = 2.702, P = 0.0069)$. These results were also selective to current world forward replay during planning (SI Appendix, Results and Table S3). Thus, replay positively related to option value in conditions where start state options were susceptible to direct reinforcement on the preceding trial, where we speculate that value inference is less demanding.

**Backward Replay Prioritization at Feedback and Memory Preservation.** We next tested a prediction that replay during periods of low cognitive demand, specifically following reward feedback, relates to automatic memory maintenance processes, which we refer to as "preservation." Here, we focused our analyses on backward replay with a 40-ms time lag, a signal selective to the feedback period (Fig. 2D). Behaviorally, we found consistently high levels of path memory during reward learning (see above), and this precluded examining direct links between feedback replay and memory variability. However, in the preceding brief structure learning phase, when participants first experienced the sequential paths, mean memory performance was lower (78.6\% [68.0 89.3]), allowing us to test for a link with backward replay within the ITI (as no reward feedback was presented). Backward replay exhibited a numerical, but nonsignificant, increase across time (40-ms lag, second half–first half trials; 0.101 [−0.034 0.237]; $P = 0.136$). Notably, increased backward replay from early to late trials in this initial phase correlated significantly with individual differences in memory performance during this phase ($r = 0.409, P = 0.0470$; SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Although the number of trials here is much lower than that in the primary reward learning phase, this provides initial evidence consistent with a link between replay and memory.

After initial experience, memory preservation can be considered to be an automatic process driven in part by the infrequency, or rarity, of recent experience for a given environment (43). In the primary reward learning phase, we operationalized rarity as an exponentially weighted average of past exposures to each environment. We found that backward replay of other world paths was greater when they had been experienced less frequently over recent trials (rarity effect for other world paths, all trials $\beta = 0.0513 [−0.0921 −0.0104]; t = 2.463, P = 0.0139$; Fig. 4A). We found no relationship between current world replay and rarity (current $\beta = −0.0101 [−0.0307 0.0509]; t = 0.486, P = 0.627$; TOST $P = 0.011$; other versus current difference $z = −2.076, P = 0.0190$, one-tailed; Fig. 4A). Moreover, the relationship with rarity was stable across trials (interaction with trial, $t = 0.487, P = 0.627$; see SI Appendix, Results and Table S3 for additional control analyses).

We also confirmed this experience–replay relationship in a basic model that makes no assumptions about learning, finding that other world replay was stronger when the other world had been experienced more than one trial ago versus when experienced on the previous trial ($P = 0.0469$).

To further explore this putative memory preservation signal, we also examined a link between the rare experience replay effect and planning forward replay. Stronger replay of rare experiences after feedback might be expected to decrease the need for planning replay. The planning replay signal was extracted from trials where the world changed from trial to trial alone, as this captures where any preceding feedback period other world replay effects may relate to planning. Consistent with this, we found an inverse relationship between the strength of the modulation of backward replay by rarity and planning replay across participants (current world forward replay, world change trials $r = −0.521, P = 0.009$; Fig. 4).

Next, we asked whether there was a link between this rare experience replay signature and choice behavior. If feedback replay supports memories for more distant structure and value, we might expect the strength of this replay signal to positively influence choice in the other world. In an augmented reinforcement learning model, we tested this connection by allowing replay-related memory preservation to decrease choice uncertainty (or noisiness). The feedback replay measure was extracted from trials preceding a world change, as this is where preceding feedback period replay may relate to a following choice. The model included two additional softmax inverse temperature parameters that applied to world change trials with high versus low preceding feedback replay (Methods). A higher inverse temperature parameter can reflect lower uncertainty such that choices are more strongly guided by estimated prospective values. We found a significantly higher inverse temperature when choices were preceded by high replay versus low feedback replay (world change trials; high replay median $= 19.40$; low replay $= 14.27; z = 2.171, P = 0.015$, one-tailed, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Control analyses demonstrated that the replay effect on choice was selective to backward replay.

![Image](https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2205211120)

**Fig. 4.** Feedback period backward replay increases with the rarity of recent other world experience. (A) Rarity (lower recent experience) of the other world correlated with greater backward replay of other world paths. (B) Time course of regression coefficients for the rarity effect of interest, showing effects at state-to-state lags from 10 to 130 ms. The light blue line highlights the 40 time lag of interest shown in A. Y-axes represent sequenceness regression coefficients for rarity of the other world. See SI Appendix, Fig. S5 for extended time lags. Seq, sequenceness; *$P < 0.05$. (C) Across-participant relationship between the replay–rarity effect and lower planning period forward replay (world change trials; $P = 0.009$).
of the relevant world (SI Appendix, Results). Further, while backward replay related to the experienced rarity of a world, we found no modulation of choice noisiness by experienced rarity itself, consistent with the internal variability of backward replay underlying the observed effect. Thus, supporting a potential memory preservation mechanism, we found 1) that backward replay was positively modulated by rarity of experience, 2) that a stronger rarity replay effect was linked to lower planning replay strength, and 3) that the strength of backward replay on a trial-to-trial basis decreases uncertainty in subsequent choices.

We then compared the task and experience links to replay that we identified during planning and after feedback to determine whether these signals were distinct. We found no correlation between planning period forward replay and rarity of recent experience effect (current world 70-ms lag, $P = 0.815$), with the feedback period significantly stronger than the planning period effect (difference, $z = 1.778$, $P = 0.0378$, one-tailed). Conversely, we found no significant correlation between feedback period backward replay and the benefit of generalization (other world 40-ms lag, $P = 0.119$), while the planning period effect was significantly stronger than the feedback period (difference, $z = 2.891$, $P = 0.002$, one-tailed). Together, these planning and feedback comparisons represent a double dissociation, with feedback period replay being selective for an expected signature of memory preservation.

In additional control analyses, we found no relationship between backward replay and reward feedback or reward prediction error (SI Appendix, Results and Table S3). Further, during planning, we identified significant forward replay with a 190- and 200-ms time lag (Fig. 2C) but found no correlation between this signal and any variables of interest (SI Appendix, Table S3). At feedback, we also identified significant forward replay with a 70-ms time lag (Fig. 2C) but found no correlation between current world forward replay with feedback or other variables of interest (SI Appendix, Results and Table S3). Finally, in exploratory analyses of a longer 160-ms lag replay signal identified recently (11), we found no relationship with variables of interest at feedback or during planning (SI Appendix, Results).

**Replay Onset Beamforming and Time-Frequency Analyses.** To explore the spatial source of sequenceness events, we conducted supplemental beamforming source localization analyses to test whether replay onset is associated with increased power in the hippocampus, as previously found (7, 8, 11, 12, 63). As the interpretation of sources of MEG signal is complex, especially for putative deep regions such as the medial temporal lobe (MTL), we emphasize the supplemental nature of these analyses. Candidate replay onsets were identified by locating sequential reactivation events at time lags of interest, applying a stringent threshold to these events, and conducting broad-band beamforming analyses (as in ref. 7).

At both planning and feedback periods, we identified power increases associated with replay onset in clusters extending from peaks in the visual cortex into the hippocampus (Fig. 5; planning forward replay peak Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates $[x, y, z] = [20, -81, -2]$, $P < 0.05$ whole-brain permutation-based cluster correction; feedback backward replay peak; $[-10, -91, -7]$, SI Appendix, Fig. S7 and Table S4). Using a hippocampal region of interest (ROI) analysis, during the planning period, there was a significant power increase at replay onset evident in the right hippocampus (30, -36, -4; $P < 0.05$, ROI permutation-based cluster correction). Within the feedback period, we found bilateral hippocampal power increases (right 30, -21, -12 and 26, -36, 0; left -25, -16, -17; $P < 0.05$, corrected). Similar whole brain and hippocampal ROI results were found when separately looking at planning period current world replay onsets and feedback period other world replay onsets (SI Appendix, Table S4). These results, along with recent related reports (7, 8, 11, 12), support an interpretation that sequential reactivation is tightly linked to enhanced hippocampal activity.

In separate time-frequency analyses of power changes associated with replay onset events, we found that replay onset for both the planning and feedback periods related to increased power centered at 5 to 40 Hz ($P < 0.05$, permutation-based cluster correction; SI Appendix, Fig. S8). While we found no main effect of replay-related power increases in the ripple band (120 to 150 Hz) (8, 11, 12), at feedback, we found that individual differences in other world replay onset ripple power correlated with the strength of the modulation of backward replay by rarity (other world–current world; $r = 0.527$, $P = 0.016$ corrected for two comparisons; SI Appendix, Fig. S8). A similar but nonsignificant relationship was found for the theta band (5 to 8Hz, $r = 0.449$, $P = 0.0572$, corrected).

**Generalized Position Representations across Worlds.** Finally, we asked whether learning led to changes in neural representations that reflected abstract, generalized, information about task structure (8, 12, 64). We predicted that neural representations...
of stimuli in the same path position (1, 2, and 3) would become more similar after learning (8, 12), an abstraction which might aid planning. We used representational similarity analysis to index representation changes from the pre-task localizer to reward learning path navigation (12, 65, 66).

When path stimuli were presented during learning, we found evidence for a significant representation of position information (SI Appendix, Fig. S9; P < 0.05 family-wise error (FWE) corrected). In particular, a position representation was evident for stimuli presented in different worlds (“across-world”), consistent with position information generalizing across stimuli shown on separate trials. Thus, for example, stimuli occupying position 1 in world 1 showed greater similarity to stimuli in position 1 in world 2 than to stimuli in positions 2 or 3 in world 2. The effect was evident in an initial peak from 180 to 250 ms (P < 0.0001 uncorrected), where across-world position information was present for all three individual positions when examined separately (P-values < 0.0012). Our design did not include a localizer after learning, so these representations were necessarily assessed during reward learning. Because of this, it is possible that some position representation information during the learning task could arise from a preceding trial phase or indeed from cognitive expectation effects. We note that while previous findings showed encoding of position information for stimuli interleaved during learning (8, 12), our results demonstrate that position information generalizes across structurally similar environments even where stimuli never overlapped.

We also investigated path identity representations. For decision-making, it can be helpful to differentiate between grouped stimuli so as to facilitate distinct reactivation during learning; alternatively, it may be helpful to increase similarity for grouped stimuli to allow for linking or chunking. Supporting a differentiation effect, path information emerged at 800 ms after stimulus onset, as reflected in a significant decrease in similarity for stimuli in the same path (800 to 910 ms, P < 0.05 FWE-corrected; peak 820 ms, P = 0.00038 uncorrected; SI Appendix, Fig. S9). We did not find any relationship between position or path representation strength and behavioral or other neural measures; these null effects could partly be due to noise added by cognitive expectation effects during learning.

Discussion

Two proposed roles for neural replay relate to prospective decision-making and memory preservation. We show that during decision-making, replay strength was related to the relative benefit of model-based, goal-directed, control of behavior. By contrast, after outcome feedback, replay of alternative environment paths positively related to the rarity in recent experience of a more distal environment. Furthermore, consistent with a putative role in memory preservation, stronger replay following feedback related to a subsequent decrease in behavioral choice uncertainty for the alternative environment. Thus, we find selective links between replay strength and the benefits of planning and the recency of experience, demonstrating distinct roles for replay within a single task.

By manipulating the benefit derived from model-based generalization of reward value across trials, we identified a relationship between planning replay and use of model-based inference. Building on previous imaging work which linked future state reactivation and individual variability in model-based behavior (13, 50), we show here, on a trial-by-trial basis, a boosting of replay when making a choice in a different, but functionally equivalent, state as on the preceding trial, potentially supporting value inference. Further, planning-related replay onsets were associated with power increases in the MTL consistent with localization to the hippocampus. While previous lesion studies have demonstrated an overall role for the hippocampus in model-based behavior (40, 41), our results suggest that this contribution occurs during model-based planning.

Model-based generalization can be accomplished using different strategies in addition to planning, such as updating “nonlocal” options following feedback (11, 34, 56) or by forming overlapping representations through extensive experience. To illuminate planning, our design included two unique features. First, unlike a majority of learning experiments which repeat the same environment on each and every trial (e.g., refs. 52 and 56), we employed two separate environments, intermixed in an unpredictable manner across trials, thereby limiting the utility of planning for the next choice immediately after feedback. Furthermore, in our design, the two alternative start states in an environment converge upon shared paths at the very first step, potentially increasing the degree of inference required during planning to differentiate between trajectories. These two features, environment alternation and early path convergence, distinguish the current task from a recent report that focused on feedback-linked replay signals (11), which revealed that generalization involved updating different nonlocal start states after feedback. Here, by contrast, we found no significant reward- or planning-related responses after feedback either for our replay signatures of interest or for the signature identified in Liu et al. (11) (SI Appendix, Results). Thus, our current results, and those of Liu et al. (11), both demonstrate a link between neural replay and model-based inference, but at different time periods. It is often the case that the decisions we face arise unpredictably, and our current results support the idea that replay is of benefit in such situations.

To successfully generalize reward feedback and perform well in our task, participants need a model-based strategy. However, similar to a design used in a recent related report (11), choices were made only at the first level, and thus, evaluation of path steps was not strictly necessary for model-based behavior. Nevertheless, we found robust evidence for path replay, identifying a link between replay and model-based decision-making (planning). Further, this relationship was specific to sequential replay, and we found no effects related to the reactivation of individual states. We speculate that in many environments outside the lab, replay-assisted planning of trajectories is advantageous and that it may be a default strategy employed even when not strictly beneficial. Future experiments could usefully study these neural mechanisms in environments where sequential step-by-step choices are required, although a previous study in this domain did not identify connections to participants’ behavior (9). Similarly, to link sequential replay to value-guided choice, it will be important for future experiments to explore whether pre-choice replay events are linked to value estimates. Our task was not optimized for value decoding. However, in simpler contexts, replay has been linked to outcome representation during a post-learning rest period in humans (8), with related links reported between hippocampal activity and activity in the ventral striatum or ventral tegmental area in rodents (67, 68).

In contrast to planning, a rest period after outcome feedback entails minimal cognitive demands with respect to the current environment, rendering it likely that activity at this time point might support preservation of weaker memories (1). Our results, selective to the feedback period, are consistent with this. Previous studies of hippocampal replay in rodents have suggested a link to less recent experiences (28, 39). However, in these studies, experience was confounded with low value, and in one case, a shift in replay was observed even before a reduction in experience (39). By parametrically varying experience in two distinct environments and controlling for value, we provide a quantitative link between
replay and infrequent experiences. Such a neural replay mechanism can act to reinforce memories that are at risk of becoming weaker, effectively serving as internally generated interleaved training (22). While we found a link to memory preservation during ongoing behavior, we speculate that such a preservation mechanism may also operate offline for memory consolidation.

Our experiment necessitated robust task structure knowledge and very high memory performance for the sequential paths. Behaviorally, previous research has shown that a strong understanding of task structure promotes model-based learning while, conversely, a poor understanding leads to idiosyncratic learning strategies (69). One potential limitation of high memory performance is that this precludes linking variability in memory performance and post-feedback replay. However, during reward learning, a memory preservation account does not necessarily predict a simple relationship between the two: if internal evidence of lower memory strength drives higher post-feedback replay, an effective replay mechanism may remediate any memory compromise before it can be observed. A feature of our design is that it allows us to identify a neural mechanism that may naturally assist in maintaining high memory levels for distant experiences. Further, our reinforcement learning models suggest a link between trial-to-trial strength in feedback replay and memory via lower noise in the following choice. In general, we speculate that replay-supported memory preservation supports adaptive behavior in situations where memory is more variable, and these are avenues to explore in future experiments.

We suggest that there may be a trade-off between the two separate functions of planning and memory preservation that we identify. One idea is that the content and function of replay are modulated by task demands, which differ between planning versus resting after feedback (1). Consistent with this, it has been reported that replay content that is temporally proximal to active navigation is task-directed, while replay content during reward consumption is undirected, potentially related to preserving memory of the entire environment (26). Computationally, our results suggest that the expression of replay may reflect an arbitration of resources as a function of a reliance on planning versus memory (70). In line with such a tradeoff, we found that across-participant strength of the memory replay effect related to a lower expression of planning period forward replay. Such arbitration between functions would also influence the degree to which replay supports updating of values, as in a recently proposed computational model of replay (11, 34). We did not formally manipulate task demands such as cognitive load during planning, but our results provide potential pointers for future targeted studies (71).

In conclusion, we provide evidence that prospective replay is enhanced when model-based behavior is beneficial, while replay consistent with memory preservation is observed when demands are low, consistent with distinct signatures for key proposed functions of neural replay (15–25, 49). While we dissociate these functions, both planning and memory functions are necessary for adaptive behavior, not least because a stable memory of one’s environment aids successful decision-making (1, 4, 72). By identifying replay signatures for planning and recency of experience, our results have relevance for targeting an understanding of common or separable disruptions to these functions in psychiatric disorders and disorders that impact on memory, such as Alzheimer’s disease (12, 73–77).

Methods

Twenty-seven healthy volunteers participated in the experiment. Participants were recruited from the university Psychology and Language Sciences SONA database and from a group of volunteers who had participated in previous MEG studies. Of this participant group, the MEG session was not conducted in three participants: one due to scheduling conflicts, one due to technical problems with the MEG scanner, and one due to poor performance in the behavioral training session (see below). This resulted in the inclusion of data from 24 participants for behavioral and MEG analyses (14 females; mean age 23.8 y, range 18 to 34).

Participants were required to meet the following criteria: age between 18 to 35, fluent English speaker, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, without current neurological or psychiatric disorders, no nonremovable metal, and no participation in an MRI scan in the 2 days preceding the MEG session. The study was approved by the University College London Research Ethics Committee (Approval ID No.: 9929/002). All participants provided written informed consent before the experiment. Participants were paid for their time, for their performance in the reward learning task as well as memory for the state-to-state sequences (up to £10 based on percent correct performance above chance), and a bonus for performance in the localized phase target detection task (up to £2).

Experimental Task. We designed our reward learning experiment to investigate the potential role of replay in prospective planning and memory preservation (Fig. 1A). We adapted a reward-based learning task used in previous experiments to target model-based decision-making (50, 51), which itself is an adaptation of a common “two-step” task (52). In this version of the task, there is an equivalence between the two alternative top-level start states in a world. This equivalence provides us with the ability to dissociate model-based and model-free behavior. An additional condition is that potential reward points drift across trials at a sufficient rate that allows for model-free and model-based expectations to often differ. We refer to the decision process as “planning.” Closely related studies (40, 41, 71) have defined planning as the engagement of model-based decision-making, and our results are consistent with a strong role for model-based decision-making. Of note, and similar to the current design, Miller et al. (41) use the term “planning” in a two-step task where a decision is made solely at the top level.

Additionally, this version utilizes deterministic transitions between states. The deterministic version of the task has been shown to both incentivize and increase model-based behavior (51, 54). A task using probabilistic transitions would have decreased our ability to detect clear evidence of sequential reactivation, given the increase in the number of transitions to evaluate and a constrained number of total trials, as reasonable scanning duration was already maximized. This reasoning also led to using a task with a nonbranching path structure (i.e., where states involved no forced choices). We also constrained choice points and branching paths in order to decrease the number of total states, which maintained our ability to sufficiently decode visual states using state-of-the-art imaging technology and analysis techniques (53). Importantly, this limitation of branching choices is similar to the environments in the majority of rodent studies of replay, where animals navigate linear tracks with few, if any, subsequent choices (e.g., refs. 2, 27, 30, 33, 35, 36, 39, and 44). While these situations do not strictly require sequential evaluation (11), such human and animal designs are able to take advantage of any default tendency to utilize such a neural mechanism. Finally, as measures of model-based behavior are dependent on start state alone, the current task omitted choice at the terminal state, allowing participants to better track rewards and thereby likely increase model-based behavior (41, 51, 54, following recent work; ref. 78).

We augmented this task by adding a second version of this structure (“world”) in order to study the relationship between neural replay signatures and memory preservation (Fig. 1A). Further, by employing two worlds, we 1) decreased the predictability of the upcoming trial, which in turn increased the utility of planning at choice onset versus immediately after feedback (56), and 2) decreased the dependence of reward learning on short-term working memory for immediately preceding feedback (79, 80).

We ensured that participants understood the structure of the task in four ways, as poor understanding of a related paradigm has been reported to result in apparent model-free behavior (69). First, we provided extensive instructions to minimize misunderstanding. Second, we employed an initial nonreinforced structure exploration learning phase. Third, across all sessions, accurate knowledge of task structure itself was incentivized by periodic memory test trials that allowed participants to harvest additional payment. Fourth, participants learned the abstract task structure during an initial training session (with different stimuli). This session was followed by a break before the MEG session, allowing for robust learning of the structure prior to scanning and potentially allowing for memory consolidation. We conducted the first session on a preceding day for almost all participants (n = 22, range 1 to 13 d) or after a 2-h break in two participants, resulting in a
2 d median separation between sessions. Overall, these features helped ensure that behavior was quite model-based, as our goal was to understand planning. Further, by studying behavior reliant on well-learned structure knowledge, our results may better connect to how memory is utilized outside the lab.

**Session 1 Behavioral Procedure.**

**Instructions.** In the first experimental session, participants were first instructed in the two-world task, then completed a structure learning phase, and finally completed a brief reward learning phase. This session utilized the same abstract structure as the subsequent MEG session, but the structures were populated with different visual stimuli.

Participants were given detailed instructions about the reward learning task and the underlying “world” structure in order to maximize understanding. In brief, they were first instructed that on each trial, they would face a choice between two different shape options. Each shape would lead to a different path made up of three sequentially presented images. Paths ended in reward points, which ranged from 0 to 9, and these reward points would drift over time. Their goal was to choose the shape that led down the path to the currently greater number of reward points to earn more bonus money in the experiment. They were also told that along with the presentation of shapes, they would see either “+1×” or “+5×” above the shape options, which indicated whether the end reward points on this trial would be multiplied by 1 or by 5 (S1).

Next, participants were told that there were actually two pairs of shape options that would converge to lead down the same two paths and reach the same source of rewards. The shapes in the two pairs were equivalent, in that if shape A in start state A led to the path with a snowflake, shape B in start state B would also lead to the path with the snowflake (Fig. 1A). Importantly, participants were instructed that the rewards at the end of the paths would be reached by either of the potential starting shapes (e.g., 1a and 1b). Consequently, if they were first choosing between the shapes in start state A and found a high reward after choosing shape 1a, then if they were subsequently starting with pair B, they should choose shape 1b in order to get to the same source of reward as they had just experienced when they chose shape 1a. Participants can accomplish this only by leveraging their knowledge of the task structure, classifying this as model-based behavior.

Finally, participants were instructed that these shapes and paths made up 1 “world” and that the real experiment would have two independent worlds, each with the same structure. Trials would start with a pair of shapes from one of the two worlds at random. In general, participants’ goal was to keep track of which paths led to the highest rewards at a given time and to choose the shape that led to those paths, while at the same time maintaining their memory for the paths in each world.

**Structure Learning Session 1.** Before starting the full reward learning task with point feedback, participants were given the opportunity to learn the structure of the worlds. This phase was composed of two blocks of 20 trials, with learning incentivized by rewarding performance on memory questions about the structure of the worlds. Trials started pseudorandomly in one of the four potential start states across the two worlds.

Participants’ goal in this structure learning phase was to explore the different paths in order to learn the sequence of images that followed each shape. Trial events were the same as in reward learning phase trials (see below; Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S14) with the exception that no reward points were shown at the end of the paths and no stakes information was shown during shape presentation. In each structure learning trial, after a planning period, participants made a choice between two shape options (shown randomly on the left and right of the screen). After this selection, the three following states of the path associated with that shape were presented sequentially. Participants were instructed to remember the complete sequence from the chosen shape through to the third path picture. Each path stimulus was randomly presented on the left or right side of the screen and participants needed to press the corresponding 1 or 2 button to indicate the stimulus location on the screen. In this phase, no reward feedback was presented. A fixation cross was presented during a 4- to 6-s ITI (See detailed timing in the MEG reward learning phase description.)

After each of the two structure learning blocks of 20 trials, participants completed eight memory test probe trials (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). Each of the eight start shapes cued one probe trial. On a memory test trial, a single shape was presented on the left or right side of the screen. After the participant selected the shape, they were presented with four potential stimuli from the first state of each of the four paths. Participants selected the stimulus that came next using the 1 to 4 buttons. After framing the selected stimulus in blue for 0.25 s, this probe structure was repeated for the second and third states in the path. At each stage, one of the four stimuli was correct, while the other three stimuli came from the same state (first, second, or third) across the other three paths. After the response for the third path stimulus, participants were asked to rate their confidence in their set of answers according to the following scale and indicated button response: “Guess (1), Low (2), Medium (3), Certain (4).” Correct performance was based on accurately selecting the correct picture at each of the three stages. Structure memory performance increased from 56.9% (range, 0 to 100) after the first 20 learning trials to 90.1% (range, 12.5 to 100) after the second 20 learning trials. Similarly, mean confidence ratings increased from 2.89 to 3.65.

**Reward Learning Session 1.** Next, participants engaged in a short reward learning phase to provide experience in maximizing reward earnings. The reward learning phase was the same as the scanned reward learning phase in session 2 (below), with the exception that structure memory questions were pseudorandomly interleaved with the regular reward learning trials instead of being segregated to breaks between blocks. Trials started pseudorandomly in one of the four potential start states across the two worlds. All trials proceeded in the same way as trials in the preceding structure learning phase, with the addition of reward feedback at the end of each path as well as cued stakes information during planning and choice (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). Reward feedback was presented after a 2-s interstimulus interval. Reward points flickered in brightness for a period of 1.5 s and then a 3- to 5-s blank ITI followed, a slight difference in the procedure from the subsequent MEG session. (See detailed timing in the MEG reward learning phase description.)

The reward learning phase length in session 1 was initially based on the free time remaining in the scheduled session but was then set to be a maximum of 40 trials, resulting in a mean of 50 trials across participants (range, 29 to 105 trials). The memory probe questions were made more difficult in the reward learning phase than the structure learning phase by randomizing the incorrect lure stimuli to be from any stage and any path. Performance on the interleaved structure memory probes was 92.2% (range 70 to 100%). As noted above, one participant was not invited for MEG scanning based on very poor session 1 memory probe performance (40% correct).

**Session 2 MEG Procedure.**

**Localizer.** After initial setup in the MEG room, participants were given instructions for the localizer phase. The purpose of the functional localizer was to derive participant-specific sensor patterns that discriminated each of the 12 stimuli that made up the world paths by presenting each stimulus many times. The localizer design was adapted from those used previously, where a picture name identification task followed the presentation of each picture stimulus (11). Participants were instructed to pay attention to a picture shown in the center of the screen and then after the picture disappeared, to select the correct name for the picture from two alternatives. For complete localizer phase details, see SI Appendix, Methods.

**Structure Learning Session 2.** Participants then engaged in a structure learning phase where the new stimuli from the preceding localizer populated the second worlds. This phase was the same as the no-reward structure learning phase in session 1 (above). Participants were reminded of the world structure. For analyses, accuracy focused on the response for the first transition. We found that participants explored all of the eight potential shape–path combinations (most-explored path per-participant, mean 6.8 trials out of 40 total [range 6.0 to 8.4], least-explored path per-participant, mean 3.3 trials [range 2.0 to 4.2]).

**Reward Learning Session 2.** Participants then engaged in the primary reward learning phase. The design of this phase was the same as the reward phase in session 1 (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). Participants aimed to earn as many points as possible in the two different worlds. This phase was composed of 6 blocks of 24 trials for MEG data collection, yielding 144 total reward learning trials. See SI Appendix, Methods for full details.

**Behavioral Analysis.** Learning behavior was analyzed using computational models, following prior studies (e.g., refs. 50–52). To verify learning and determine how reward influenced choice, we used computational models that seek to explain a series of choices in terms of previous events. First, we used logistic regression models, which test for local trial-to-trial adjustments in behavior guided
by minimal assumptions about their form, yet at the same time qualitatively capture aspects of model-free and model-based behavior (SI Appendix, Methods). We then used Q-learning reinforcement learning models, which use a structured set of assumptions to capture longer-term coupling between events and choices and can capture model-free and model-based contributions (SI Appendix, Methods).

Rarity of Experience. To examine potential memory preservation effects after reward feedback, we applied a variable representing the relative inverse frequency ("rarity") of the alternative world. Frequency of experience was an exponentially weighted measure computed for each world on a trial-by-trial basis. This measure was calculated by adapting the reward value update equation (SI Appendix, Methods) to instead track world frequency based on appearance (1) or nonappearance (0) of a world on a given trial. We expected the learning rate controlling the change in estimates of world frequency to be relatively slow based on related work (81), which led us to set the experience learning rate to 0.10. The resulting experience frequency values were then inverted to provide the infrequency or "rarity" of each world at each trial. A subsequent control analysis made no assumptions about the learning rate, simply testing whether other world replay was stronger when that world had been experienced on the last trial or not.

MEG Preprocessing. For complete details on MEG acquisition and initial pre-processing, see SI Appendix, Methods. For planning analyses, we used the 2.5-s pre-choice planning period after excluding the first 160 ms to allow for early visual stimulus processing, following a related previous experiment (7). For memory analyses in the post-feedback period, where our prediction was that memory processes would be engaged when other cognitive demands are relatively low, with similarities to a procedural step in a related rodents study (26), we focused on the time period following initial reward processing (the latter 3.5 s of the 5 s period). Here, we expected that the demands of actual feedback processing and value updating would preclude the engagement of any memory preservation signal. However, we note that our results remain qualitatively the same even without this early time period exclusion step.

MEG Data Decoding and Cross-Validation. Lasso-regularized logistic regression models were trained for each of the 12 stimuli from the paths. Methods followed previous studies (7–9, 11, 53); for additional details, see SI Appendix, Methods. Decoding models were trained on MEG data elicited by direct presentations of the visual stimuli. Our experimental task was not optimized to detect reactivation of expected value or reward point outcome representations, and as a consequence, our analyses focus only on stimuli.

Sequenceness Measure. The decoding model described above allowed us to measure spontaneous sequential reactivation of the 12 states either during the planning or after feedback periods. We applied each of the 12 trained classifiers to quantify spontaneous sequential reactivation of the 12 states either during the planning period or after feedback periods. We applied each of the 12 trained classifiers to quantify spontaneous sequential reactivation of the 12 states either during the planning or after feedback periods.

In the second stage, we quantified the evidence that the empirical transition matrix can be predicted by the sequences of interest, i.e., the 4 paths across both worlds in the task. All transitions of interest were specified in model transition matrices, separately for a forward direction ($T_f$), the same as visual experience) and the inverse for a backward direction ($T_b$). As control variables, the regression included a constant matrix ($T_{cons}$) that captures the average of all transitions, ensuring that any identified effects were not due to background neural dynamics, and a matrix ($T_{revers}$) that models self-transitions to control for autocorrelation. Repeating this procedure at each time lag ($\Delta t = 10, 20, 30, \ldots, 600$ ms) results in time courses of both forward and backward sequence strength as a function of time lag, where smaller lags indicate greater time compression of replay. Please see SI Appendix, Methods for the following supplementary sections: Identifying Replay Onsets, MEG Source Reconstruction, Time-Frequency Analyses, Nonsequential Reactivation Analyses, Representational Similarity Analyses, Multilevel Regression Models, and Statistical Correction and Null Effects.
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